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Abstract: We consider the 2-d approximate trajectory

matching problem, and show that it can be solved in

O(n(m log logn
logn )) time using linear space.

1. Introduction
By rapid progress of sensing and communication

technologies such as GPS, massive amount and species

of trajectory data in 2-d and higher dimension have

been available, and efficient methods for processing

them have attracted much attention. In this paper,

we introduce the 2-d approximate trajectory matching

problem w.r.t. L∞ distance. It is the trajectory coun-

terpart of the k-difference approximate string matching

problem [5] in which edit distance is replaced with

the maximum of L∞ distance between points. Then,

we present an efficient algorithm Shift-AndTrajMatch

for the problem. The algorithm finds all occurrences

of a pattern trajectory of length m in an input text

trajectory of length n in O(n(m log logn
logn )) time using

linear space by combining bit-parallelism [2, 6] and

block decomposition technique for discrete Fréchet

distance matching [1].

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we give basic definitions and notations

on our trajectory matching problem. For the definition

not found here, see textbooks [3, 5].

2.1 Basic definition

We give the definition of trajectory data, according

to [4]. Let R2 be a 2-dimensional plane and p = (x

，y) ∈ R2 be a point on R2. We define L∞ distance

between points p and q by

d(p，q) = max{|p.x− q.x|，|p.y − q.y|}.

Let S = s1 . . . sn be a trajectory on R2 where S[i] =

si ∈ R2 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

2.2 Approximate trajectory matching

Let r be a non-negative real number. A text trajec-

tory (or text) T = t1 . . . tn of length n and a pattern

trajectory (or pattern) P = p1 . . . pm of length m are

trajectory on R2. We say that a pattern P occurs in

a text T if there exits some 1 ≤ k ≤ n such that d(pi
，tk+i−1) ≤ r for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then, the index k

is called the occurrence position of P in T . Now, we

define the 2-d approximate trajectory matching prob-

lem below:
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Figure 1 An example of occurrence of the trajec-
tory matching problem and an arrangement A(P )

Definition 1 The 2-d approximate trajectory

matching problem is, given a pattern P of length

m and a text T of length n, to find all occurrence

positions of P in T .

Figure 1 shows an example of an occurrence the prob-

lem. In this figure, P = p1 . . . p6 occurs t2 . . . t7.

2.3 Model of computation

As a computation model, we adopt unit-cost word

RAM with w = Ω(log n) bit words. We assume that

standard bitwise and arithmetic operations in a word

are executed in O(1) time.

3. Efficient trajectory matching algo-
rithm

In this section, we give an efficient algorithm for

our trajectory matching problem. The proposed al-

gorithm Shift-AndTrajMatch is an extension of a bit-

parallel string matching algorithm called Shift-And [2,6]

on 2-dimensional trajectory matching.

In Algorithm 1, we present the proposed trajectory

matching algorithm. This algorithm constructs non-

deterministic finite automaton (NFA for short) accepts

an input pattern P , and then simulates transitions of

the NFA by reading a point in text trajectory T one by

one. In preprocessing, the algorithm constructs a set of

bitmasks representing an NFA of P and stores them in

point location index to extract a requested bitmask

effectively. In searching phase, it perform bit-parallel

NFA simulation using the bitmasks. The details of each

phase is shown below.

Preprocessing: We consider a set of squares D(P ) =

{D1，. . .，Dm} of radius r centered by each point in

an input pattern trajectory P = p1 . . . pm. For ev-

ery i = 1, . . . ,m, Di ∈ D(P ) is an square centered by

pi. Next, we consider an arrangement A(P ) of D(P )

(Figure 1). In an arrangement, a vertex is a intersec-

tion of segments, a edge a segment between two ver-

texes, and a face is a region enclosed by edges. Then,
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Algorithm 1 Shift-AndTrajMatch(P, T )

Preprocessing

1: for i ∈ 0 . . . ⌈m/h⌉ − 1 do

2: B[i]← phi . . . ph(i+1)−1

3: PL[i]← ConstructIndex(B[i])

Searching

4: S ← 0m

5: for pos ∈ 1...n do

6: for j ∈ 0 . . . ⌈m/h⌉ − 1 do

7: M [j]← PL[j].PointLocation(tpos)

8: S ← ((S ≪ 1) | 0m−11) & M

9: if S & 10m−1 ̸= 0m then

10: report an occurrence at pos−m+ 1

we have the following lemma on arrangement.

Lemma 1 Let P be a pattern trajectory of length m

and A(P ) be an arrangement determined by P . The

number of faces in A(P ) are O(m2).

F(P ) denotes a set of faces determined by the arrange-

ment A(P ), and F(P ) = {f1，. . .，fK} (K = O(m2)).

Next, we consider point location index PL sup-

porting following operations: Index construction

ConstructIndex(P ): Storing all the squares in the

arrangement A(P ) into the structure: Point location

PointLocation(v): Return bitmask representation of a

set of squares that includes the face fk ∈ F(P ) which

holds the input point v. In this algorithm, we use

a point location index structure satisfying following

lemma:

Lemma 2 Let w = Ω(log n) be the length of a com-

puter word. For any arrangement of m squares, there

exists an index structure that perform an point location

operation in O(logm+⌈m/w⌉) time using O(m logm+

⌈m2/w⌉) preprocessing time and O(⌈m2/w⌉) word.

In preprocessing, we divide an input pattern into

blocks whose size is h = log n points and then it

constructs point location index independently for each

block.

Searching: First, the algorithm reads a point in a in-

put text trajectory one by one, and get a set of bitmasks

corresponding to the point by querying point location

indexes of each block. Next, it simulates transitions of

NFA by bit-parallelism on line 8 using the bitmasks.

4. Complexity analysis
In this section, we analyze the time and space com-

plexity of the proposed algorithm.

First of all, we consider space complexity. Shift-

AndTrajMatch has point location indexes for each block.

The number of blocks is ⌈m/h⌉ and a point location

index that contains h squares consumes O((h)2/w) =

O(log n) words. Therefore, the total space of these in-

dexes is ⌈m/h⌉ ×O(log n) = O(m) words.

Next, we consider time complexities for prepro-

cessing and searching. For preprocessing, construc-

tion of ⌈m/h⌉ point location indexes consumes

O(⌈m/h⌉(h log h + ⌈h2/w⌉)) = O(m log log n) time.

For searching, a single transition invokes ⌈m/h⌉
point location operation on line 7 and bit-parallel

operation on line 8. A point location requires

O(log h) time, and bit-parallel operation needs

O(⌈m/w⌉). Therefore, Shift-AndTrajMatch requires

O(n⌈m/h⌉(log h+⌈m/w⌉)) = O(nm log log n/ log n) to

process whole text T of length n. From the discussion

above, we show the main result of this paper.

Theorem 1 Given a pattern trajectory P of length

m, a text trajectory T of length n, and non-negative

number r, the algorithm Shift-AndTrajMatch solves

the 2-d approximate trajectory matching prob-

lem in O(nm log logn
logn ) time using O(m) space and

O(m log log n) preprocessing time.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the 2-d approximate tra-

jectory matching problem. The proposed algorithm

Shift-AndTrajMatch solves the problem efficiently by

combining a point location index and bit-parallel string

matching technique. As the future work, implementing

our algorithm and performing computational experi-

ments on the real world GPS data are important task.
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